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DISTINCTION: Everything is on purpose.
NOTES:
Results do not lie.
The prevailing Purpose determines the results.
The prevailing Purpose may be either Conscious Purpose or Unconscious Purpose,
but whichever it is, it still determines the results.
The distinction between Conscious Purpose and Unconscious Purpose is the central
distinction on the Map of Possibility.
You might ask, “What about honest mistakes? Aren’t there honest mistakes?
Accidents? Pure coincidences that turn out ‘badly’ (or ‘well’, depending on your
perspective)?”
The point is that if you live holding the viewpoint that there are ‘honest mistakes’ then
you depart from the world of Radical Responsibility, and since this is a Radically
Responsible Universe, you leave behind the domain of reality where your actions and
speech have conscious consequences, and enter the domain of Fantasy Worlds.
You become a pawn in the Universe’s gameworld. E.C.C.O. can ignore you and put
you on a back shelf with regards to interesting jobs to do because you are of no
consequence. You do not take yourself seriously. Why should the Universe? Would
you give you Know How if you were not consequent? I don’t think so.

EXPERIMENTS:
SPARK000.01 You can live as if it is all about you, or you can live as if it not about
you. This is the difference between being the fish, or being the pond. Are you the
victim? The brunt of every bad joke and insult? Or are you the space in which
ordinary human interactions are taking place?
SPARK000.02
SPARK000.03
SPARK000.04
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